Abstract. Risk dominance and payoff dominance strategy are two complementary parts of the game theory decision strategy. While payoff dominance is still the basic principle in perfect information, two player games, risk dominance has shown its advantages in imperfect information conditions. In this paper, we first review the related work in the area of estimation methods and the influence of risk factors on computing game equilibrium. Then a new algorithm, UCT-Risk is proposed in this paper, which is a modification of UCT (UCB apply to Trees) algorithm based on risk estimation methods. Finally, we implement the proposed algorithm in SiGuo game, a popular imperfect information game in China. The experimental result of the new algorithm shows it correctness and effectiveness.
Introduction
Games can be classified as perfect or imperfect information conditions, which are based on whether or not players have the whole information of the game [1] . Researches on perfect information games have achieved some kind of success. For example, "Deep Fritz" [2] , one of the best Computer-Chess players, is at the level of top professional human players. In imperfect information games such as poker, certain relevant details are withheld from the players. Many researches regarding the imperfect information game systems based on Monte-Carlo approaches [1] and alphabeta search have been conducted. The bridge and heart game of Alberta University [3] is a good example in this field. However, when the branch sizes of the game tree become huge, these approaches can not perform efficiently. Thus, the multiple equilibrium theory and methods are studied recent years as another approach to solve imperfect information games [4] . UCT outperforms alpha-beta search [7] for at least three major advantages. First, it works in an anytime manner. The algorithm can be stopped at any moment, and its performance can be somehow good and this is not the case of alpha-beta search. Second, UCT is robust as it automatically handles uncertainty in a smooth way. At each node, the computed value is the mean of the values because each child weighted by the frequency of visits. Third, the tree grows in an asymmetric manner and it explores the good moves more deeply. What is more, this is achieved in an automatic manner.
Estimating Risks in imperfect information conditions
Risk dominance and payoff dominance are two related refinements of the Nash equilibrium (NE) solution concept in game theory, defined by John Harsanyi and Reinhard Selten. Their research proposes that payoff dominance is reasonable when a NE has Pareto superior compare to other equilibriums. All of the player will follow payoff dominance because it provides best payoff expectation than others. However, when the game environment of the players' information is imperfect, risk dominance can usually performs more reasonable equilibrium. In Paul Straub's research [8] , basing on the experiment on human under imperfect information conditions, the similar conclusion is confirmed. Imperfect information domains, like Texas Hold'em poker and Siguo game, has very similar proprieties like the examinations of upper researchers. Fig 2 shows a normal search tree of perfect information game. Evaluation function evaluates the leaves and the best branch is selected to trace the strategy array. In imperfect information games, Perfect information Monte Carlo method (PIMC) is widely used in upper process [9] . 
Experiments and Performance Evaluation

Parameters set in experiments
In this section, an imperfect information game called SiGuo game is chosen as the experiments domain. This game is known as one of the most complex imperfect information games as its huge scale of possible words which also makes it as a good test platform of UCT algorithm. The details of the game rules are described in [12] . Basing our research, an analysis [13] of the complexity about several popular games is shown in Table 1 . In this table, Siguo game has a much larger number of initial possible worlds than Go and Poker games.
Table1. Analysis on the complexity of several games
Number of initial worlds 
Normal
In our experiments, UCB-1, UCB-Risk and ε-GREEDY policy are tested as strategy decision policy. Parameter R is tested as the performance of risk dominance strategy in imperfect information games.
Experiments against other UCT policies
In our experiments, the agent basing on UCT-Risk algorithm is tested with UCTTurned and ε-GREEDY agents as its opponents. The Siguo game system with UCT agent has been exhibited in 2012 2nd IEEE International Conference on Cloud Computing and Intelligence Systems. Parameter R is set from 0 to 1 and each set of 0.2 values is played 20 rounds. For clear exhibition, the exact evaluate value of the game is mapped to the range of -100~100. Table 2 and Table 3 show the performance of UCT-Risk algorithm with parameter R against UCT-Turned and UCT-ε-GREEDY. For testing the contribution of risk lost appendix of UCT-Risk, the variance of agent's profits are observed as the critical factor in the following experiments. Table 4 shows the experiments of variance of agent's profits basing on different algorithms and Fig 5 illustrates the same contents with figure. The whole rounds of game are separated every 16 steps to calculate the profits' variance. It can be observed that UCT-Risk's variance keeps at low fields comparing with UCT-Turned and ε-GREEDY policy. Also, the larger parameter R is set, the lower the variance of profits keeps. The results of this experiment also establish that UCT-Risk can effectively alleviate the fluctuation of agents' profit and the contribution of risk lost prevention can be concluded.
Table2. Performance of UCT-Risk against UCT-Turned
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Conclusions
In this paper, the definition and estimation method of risk lost in imperfect information conditions is introduced. And a new algorithm, named UCT-Risk is proposed which is based on the combination of UCT algorithm and risk lost estimation methods. Using risk lost formula as an appendix and parameter R as its influence controller, the UCTRisk algorithm considers the balance of payoff dominance and risk dominance in imperfect information conditions. To evaluate the performance of the new algorithm, Siguo game which is a typical imperfect information game in China, is introduced and used as the examination platform. In over 200 rounds of games, UCT-Risk algorithm performs better than ε-GREEDY algorithm and UCT-Turned algorithm.
